
I'd beg you but you know I'm never home

I'd love you but I need another year alone

I've tried to ignore it every time you phone

But I never come close

I don't think through things, I never get time cause I 

don't think things through

[x2]

I'd beg you but you know I'm never home

I'd love you but I need another second to myself

I've tried to ignore it every time you phone

But I never come close

I'd beg you but you know I'm never home

I'd love you but I need another year alone

I've tried to ignore it every time you phone

But I never come close
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Larry call a load of smoke in I wanna lose a 

couple days

We've probably never struggled coping but I 

never want to

Promise again that I would call her

Forget the time because I'm 7 hours behind

It's probably good I didn't call though but I 

always want to

I'd beg you but you know I'm never home

I'd love you but I need another year alone

I've tried to ignore it every time you phone

But I never come close

I don't think through things, I never get time 

cause I don't think things through

Larry call a load of smoke in I wanna disappear 

for days

We've probably never struggled sleeping but I 

never want to

Promise again that I would call her

Forget the time because I'm 7 hours behind

It's probably good I didn't call though but I 

always want to
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Waiting for something or 
someone

Time is taking forever to       
pass

Trying to resist talking to a 
girl/forget about her

Missing someone 
feeling lost because 
he is  a long time 
away from the 
woman

Something bad may 
have happened between 
them, thinking positive

Trying to stay away, as if 
something has happened 
and he needs time to 
think things through

He did something wrong

Really missing girl, trying to 
stay away is hard

He just blows things off, doesn’
t pay attention to her feelings

Disappear like a magician, 
never come back, wants to 
hide from reality 

complicated

Trust 
issues Long distance 

away from 
each other

Repetition, continuously 
thinking about her.

Repetition here 
again of words, to 
exaggerate his 
feelings.

Sung twice to make an 
impression on listener

Hasn’t got 
time for her

Needs time 
to think 
about 
things

Repetition once again to 
show the importance


